
A Guild to Running P3D 3.4 with FSL320-PMDG 777-747 

 

After clocking up 80+ hours with BAV and 20+ with EasyJet V with the FSL A320 

without one OOM or any troubles I thought it might help to share if you’re having 

problems with running high end aircraft with high end airports. 

 

This guild might help, it might not as one thing I cannot do is judge how well your PC 

is set up and running. If you have problems after this then sadly I can only conclude 

that the problem must be your end because I would not put 100 hours into any 

aircraft that’s buggy and OOM’s all the time.  

So if you’re having problems all I can wish is this helps you. You more than 

others are the reason I’ve taken the time to do this and there by trying to help. 

 

PC 

The only things to note about my PC is I don’t use any anti-virus programs. P3D 3.4 

is on its own SSD. P3D was installed completely clean. No updates, full install. 

I run once a week CCleaner and Malwarebytes once every 2 weeks. 

My Current PC Spec is a 4790 @ 4.5, 8GB Ram and a new GTX 1070. So it’s no 

super PC. My Screen is 28” 120 refresh rate. 

 

Add-ons 

AS16, no special setting the only ones worth nothing are Cloud draw min= 90miles, 

120miles max. I now use only 3 cloud layers. Volumetric Fog ON. 

ASCA is run on full dynamic with REX Solf clouds @512 DX5 All textures in ASCA 

set the same.   

 

My setting have changed a lot in the last 6 weeks due to me finding after 5-6 years 

using TrackIR I no longer need it. If you use TrackIR you need 30fps simple as that. 

But that’s now changed for me. 

Chase plane has made TrackIR obsolete because I can set as many view as I wish, 

by mistake I found a trick that made all this possible. For example if you set a view 

for the lower half of the overhead panel and need another for the top half. You set up 

the lower view and let’s say its set to button 5 on your Stick, set up the top overhead 

view up and save it to the same button (5) now when you press 5 and then 5 again 

you switch between the two views without needing another key/button. On the 

PMDG 777 and 747 I have 4 views all on the same button just for the overhead.The 



other thing that changed big time for me was setting up smoothness and texture 

loading. This again came from doing away with TrackIR. 

To set up this I take off from a big add-on airport e.g. AS LIRF using FSLA320 or one 

of the PMDG’s. After take-off, level of at 4,000 ft. Look out the side window and 

down at the frame of your aircraft window. Note how smooth a roads or fields move 

along that frame. I have now set my FPS within the sim to 22. That was the minimum 

FPS to see the view moving by with no stutters, smooth as silk, I tried 20 but I could 

just see stutters. After needed 30+ with TrackIR and when I used to use FSX this 

was a huge change. I could not believe I could run P3D at such a low amount of FPS 

and get smoothness with known stutters. 

This setting also gave be the best texture loading I have ever seen within P3D. I 

have changed my setting within P3d to max the texture loading out as the 22 FPS 

settings gives the sim room to breathe. 

 

Scenery Add-ons 

Orbx Global 

Orbx Vector with everything apart from the first two road class’s Ticked (first option 

only), everything else off. Bridges is an option if you wish. 

 

 



Orbx OLC Europe. Been hard to get perfect loading of this until now.  

Add-on airports, if I don’t have a good add-on for a given airport I don’t fly there. 

Never have never will. 

AI Traffic I use MY6 but use FSUIP built in AI manager set to Setting below. This is 

a great mod for FPS and VAS, works with most AI programs. 

[Traffic Limiter] 
TrafficLimit=100 
GroundPreference=50 
AirportPreference=50 
NearerPreference=50 
 

More detail here  

https://www.avsim.com/forums/topic/500104-fsuipc-4959-now-has-an-ai-traffic-

limiter-somewhat-like-the-traffic-optimizer-addon/ 

(I also use a web browser to listen to live ATC, LSGG is always good and it’s nice in 

the back ground, even more fun when flying into and out of there. But coverage in 

Europe is poor, but still great to have in the back ground.) 

So as you can see I have the minimum running at the same time as P3D.  

 

Tweaks 

Because I use a 4core CPU with HT ON I use an AM 85 (Affinity mask) and set 

chase plane up to use all the other cores so they are not competing with each other. 

That’s a 4 core HT ON set up only. 

You add it to you config like this.  

[JOBSCHEDULER] 

AffinityMask=85 

 

The other p3d config tweak I use is  

Under [General] add 

FIBER_FRAME_TIME_FRACTION 0.01 

This gives less time to render the scenery but gives FPS. This just works well with 

P3D. Even better if you give P3D room to breathe.  

 

 

 



 

 

Drivers 

It’s been shown time and time again there is a VAS leak with newer Nvidia drivers. I 

use 376.33 the leak seems more so with 10xx cards. So make sure to run the older 

drivers. 

 

Scenery 

Scenery selection within P3D. 

I only do this within P3D, I set up the scenery library to only have active the two 

airports I am going to use, I also turn off OLC areas I also don’t need. The Areas and 

numbers you can find with the document that comes with OLC. Basically I am turning 

off EVERYTHING I don’t need for the given flight. Don’t risk the chance off wasting 

VAS. 

After I have done the above I close p3D and also reboot PC. 

 

If you use the FSL A320  

Before rebooting I will load P3D again with the FSL A320 and let that build its 

runways.bin. Takes about 45 sec’s. After that close Reboot so when I start the flight 

FSL is not looking for anything. I also only use the default Cold & Dark state. 

 

As you know we only have 4GB of memory to use so for me I try to give the 

maximum I can give to let me use that amount in the way I want. For me that’s flying 

at high levels but wanting approaches looking as detailed as possible with texture 

loading at its best. My Sim is not set up for GA flying at all, don’t even have a GA 

aircraft installed anymore. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



P3D Setting 

Here are my P3D setting. I can run much higher setting and have done, but trails has 

bought me to these levels and the reward is silky smooth running sim, great detail 

and as for OOM’s I don’t even think about them. 

 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 


